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Weight Watchers 
Ticker: WTW Current Price: $28.54 

Recommendation: Sell Target Price: $22.15 

Sector: Consumer Services Analyst: Fred Rockwell Date: January 21, 2014 

 

Recommendation Summary    

Weight Watchers (WTW) has a broken business model and nowhere to go but 

down. The proliferation of online fitness products has caused a paradigm shift in 

the market. Sales trends confirm that consumers are moving away from WTW 

live meetings and into online businesses. In the short run company sales have 

been held up by WTW’s market leading online platform and by expensive 

marketing campaigns but the losses will soon catch up. WTW derives the 

majority of its income from live meetings and product sales at those meetings. 

Revenues from meetings and product sales contributed 72.2% of total revenues 

in fiscal year 2012, 77.8% in 2011, and 83.4% in 2010. The stock is currently 

trading at new lows so I would wait for the price to bounce back up near 

resistance levels before shorting. My 1-year price target is $22.15. 

Company Overview    

WTW is a weight management services company that operates live meetings and 

internet tools. The company owns and franchises live meeting stores in North 

America, UK, and Europe. The company has continued its growth strategy of 

purchasing franchises at a steady pace even while sales decline and debt builds. 

Investment Thesis   

Online growth is leveling off and live sales are free falling: WTW online products 

which saw rapid growth in recent years driven by the android launch in 2010 

have seen sales flatten as of late. Live meetings and product sales have continued to fall further in 2013. 

Management saw sales trending away from live meetings but found that the cost of acquiring new customers 

outweighed the revenue. Marketing expenses increased by ~$50 in 2012 but as sales continued to slide 

management scaled back on marketing spending by ~$40M in the nine months ending Q3 2013. A compounding 

factor is that WTW has continued to buy franchises back from franchisors. These businesses will eventually fail to 

make a profit. Meeting fees and product sales have together declined by 9.4% in the 9 months ending Q3 2013 

while internet revenues are up only 1% in Q3 2013 vs. Q3 prior year. In addition, financial health continues to 

deteriorate as long-term debt is up more than 150% to 2.37B in Q3 2013 from .93B in Fiscal year 2011. I valued 

WTW assuming FCF would shrink at 7% per year, slower then recent trends. I would short WTW at around its 50 

day moving average of $32.22.            

     

Price Sensitivity Matrix: 

4% 5% 6% 7% 8%

-11% 17.99$               15.24$               12.80$               10.64$               8.71$                 

-9% 23.30$               20.04$               17.16$               14.60$               12.33$               

-7% 29.42$               25.56$               22.15$       19.14$               16.46$               

-5% 36.46$               31.90$               27.88$               24.33$               21.18$               

-3% 44.57$               39.18$               34.44$               30.26$               26.56$               
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Key Statistics 

Market Cap. 1.61B 

Total Debt 2.37B 

52-Week $27.56 

Range $58.10 

Avg. Vol. 3m 992K 

Beta 2.36 

Shares 
Outstanding 

56.4M 

Shares Short   
FY 2013 

9.5M 

Forward 
Dividend Yld 

2.4% 

50 Day Moving 
Avg. 

$32.22 

Last Reported 
Quarter  

2013 Q3 

Consensus .83 

Actual 1.07 


